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While most use canvases expressing ones self, either relating to personal imagination or portraying a fantasy,
others depict reality or established religions. In biblical times paintings recorded the life and death of Christ.
Art can also present history as it happens, or it presents our mental images of things and events in a canvas
where the painting is so vivid and almost real that we usually think of the picture as alive. For example there
will be a letter in a painting showing there artiest initial or of a loved one shadowing to a citrine side showing
that this is his work like a signature. Carefully, the materials are sought out and chose to depict its value for
the person it is specifically designed for. These are designed from nature itself, portraying its natural functions
as art. How can we call both Malevich's "Black Square" and Da Vinci's "La Joconde" art, yet not include some
people's paintings into this category? There that that convenient heading of calling them art they have little in
common with each other. But the question is , is it the mainly entertainment? For example, In the work of art
the Magical Figure with the nails in the sculpture represents everything that person has done bad in their life to
others, they will receive the same pain inflicting on them when the pass on to the next life. We can say, in
addition, that art is a manifestation of all life. I also observed that the school focused more on their athletic and
academics programs, than on their art programs. Both seem to look at the other and assume that they do not
have anything in common, nothing to talk about, zero similar interests and both eager to finish a sustainable
paper. For example, the art of basketry is portrayed as art by some cultures. He could make wall size rugs from
knots and braids. It is just involved in so many of our daily lives. All of us have in sometime experienced
doubt and wonder, happiness and sorrow, loneliness and despair. In prehistoric times cave dwellers drew on
the wall of caves to record history. The early man drew crude lines in caves smeared with unknown kind of
ink, usually dark or bloody in colors. The sacred realm cannot be seen with human eyes, therefore, artists have
created images of gods, goddesses, angels, demons, and all manner of spirit beings. Basketry has ritual
significance, being made for honorable persons. In this paper, I will provide both examples why kids should
study them and why not. The playwrights, directors and actors want to say what they think world is as they see
it. He was good at nearly every artistic endeavor he pursued. There are many functions and purpose of art like
for instance. The primary purpose of the art 2 Pages Words The statement is truly an over simplification. Art
is also expressed through inventions and fantasy. Essay Topic: Art Sorry, but copying text is forbidden on this
website! These art classes may include not only visual arts but performing arts such as dance, theatre and
choir. For example, the Sainte-Chapelle located in Paris, depicts art of the sacred realm. Some musicians
spend half their lifetimes learning to compose or play music properly. Children and teens are losing their
ability to think creatively and on higher level because of the lack of arts education in public schools. With one
look at the Creation of Man, a part of the question of our existence is answered. Perhaps we can point a finger
at the artist to say that he is trying to make a living by painting to entertain as a main reason. However,
research has shown that art courses are important, even necessary for students in elementary, middle, and high
schools. However, they are of more value to the Artist than it is to viewers. Have you ever wondered about the
different purposes of art and their importance? If all children had this privilege, they would have higher test
scores, would more likely go to college, and less likely to commit crimes. In this painting, Thomas Cole
himself is being displayed, which in fact confirms his viewing preference. With the different countries there
are different forms of art. These art classes may include not only visual arts but performing arts such as dance,
theatre and choir. However, it is an essential component of any even moderately healthy society. Guernica was
inspired by the brutalities of war. Some people enjoy art as a hobby; some make a living from art.


